
8:45	–	
9:00 30	MINS 15	MINS 15	MINS 1	HOUR 

Watch	the	video	
then	complete	
the	sheets 

PM 

M	

 

T	
 

W	
 

MATHS	
Watch	the	video	then	
complete	the	sheets	– 

WOW	DAY	FOR	NEW	TOPIC	–	Work	
through	the	activities	on	the	ppt. 

T	
 

Reading	
–	
Look	at	
the	
cover	of	
the	book	
we	are	
going	to	
read	and	
predict	
what	you	
think	the	
story	line	
is	going	
to	be. 

SPAG	–	
SPELLI
NG 

Practise	
your	
handwri
ting.	
	
	
 

	MAIN	
CLAUSE	AND	
SUBORDINAT
E	CLAUSE	
	
	
	
	
	

 

Maths	
Multiply	by	1	

and	0	
	

https://
vimeo.com/
475452114	
Watch	the	
video	and	

complete	the	
worksheet.	

 

SCIENCE	
Electricity	
https://
classroom.thenational.academy/
lessons/what-is-static-
electricity-74tk2t	
 

10	MINS	X	
TABLES	–	

TTROCKSTARS	
and	30	MINS	
PRODIGY 

F READING	
–	
CHARLO
TTE’S	
WEB 

Spellin
g	
	
 

PRACTISE	
YOUR	

HANDWRI
TING	– 

MAIN	CLAUSE	
AND	
SUBORDINAT
E	CLAUSE	

	
 

MATHS	
 

FRENCH	–	REVISE	NUMBERS	
	
GEOGRAPHY	–	LOCATE	THE	
EQUATOR	/	SOUTHERN	
HEMISPHERE	
https://
classroom.thenational.academy/
lessons/what-are-the-
hemispheres-6grp8e	
 

10	MINS	X	
TABLES	–	

TTROCKSTARS	
and	30	MINS	
PRODIGY 



GUIDED	READING	

Look	at	the	picture	and	read	the	
blurb.	What	do	you	think	this	story	
might	be	about?	What	do	you	think	
might	happen?	How	do	you	think	it	
might	end?	

One	spring	morning	a	little	girl	
called	Fern	rescues	a	runt	and	
names	him	Wilbur.	But	then	
Wilbur	is	sent	to	live	on	a	farm	
where	he	meets	Charlotte,	a	
beautiful	large	grey	spider.	
They	become	best	friends	and,	
when	Wilbur	is	faced	with	the	
usual	fate	of	nice	fat	little	pigs,	
Charlotte	must	find	a	clever	
way	to	save	him.	

I	think	….	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Look and say Look, say and 
write

Cover and 
write

Check and 
write again

thought

through

various

weight

woman

Fill in the missing word.

1. I ___________________ we could go to the shop.

2. We have to go ___________________ the town centre.

3. There are ___________________ choices on the menu.

4. This ___________________ is called Anya.

5. I don’t know the ___________________ of the bag of flour.

Write your own sentences using:

Page 20

Look and say Look, say and 
write

Cover and 
write

Check and 
write again

accident

actual

address

answer

appear

Fill in the missing word.

1. I dropped the cup, but it was an ___________________ .

2. I ___________________ to have got odd socks on!

3. I know the ___________________ to the question.

4. My ___________________ is 31 High Street.

5. This is the ___________________ toy from the film!

Write your own sentences using:

Page 1

1. accident 2. actual 3. address 4. answer 5. appear1. thought 2. through 3. various 4. weight 5. woman



Letter Formation Handwriting Sheet with Rhymes

Whoosh in and up 

tall and back down, 

then halfway up and 

all the way round.

Add a lead at the 

end, so b can join 

onto a friend.

Whoosh in and curl 

the c. C joins other 

letters easily.

Whoosh up halfway 

and go around, then 

all the way up and 

back down. Kick out 

d’s toe, and she’s 

ready to go. 

Whoosh in to the top 

and go round, and 

then zoom under the 

ground. Under the 

line, loop the last 

part, and finish your 
f near its start. 

Whoosh in, go round 

to the top. Go down 

under the line, loop 

and stop. 

Whoosh in and curl 

like a snail and leave 

an easy joining tail. 

Whoosh in and up 

tall, and then down. 

Halfway up, bend 

over and flick off the 
ground. 

Whoosh up and 

down, then kick out 

a toe. Add a dot and 

i’s ready to go. 

Whoosh in and round 

you go, 

Up, down and kick 

out a’s toe.

a b c d e f g h i

Whoosh to the top 

and back down. Then 

add a flick off of the 
ground. You need to 

cross the t, with a 

straight line on his 

tummy. 

Whoosh up then 

down. Bend round, 

go up and down to 

the ground. Kick out 

a toe and u is ready 

to go. 

Whoosh up then 

down into the valley. 

Zoom back up and 

across the top to 

finish your v.

Climb up to the top 

and then slide down 

from left to right and 

have a rest. Jump 

back to the top, go 

from right to left and 

you have an x. 

Whoosh up then 

down and bend 

round. Go up then 

down underground. 

Loop the tail under 

the line. Lead the y 

out and then it’s fine.

Whoosh in, then 

down and back up. 

Down again, up and 

across at the top.  

Whoosh up then to 

the right. Siz zag 

down and back to 

the right.  

Whoosh in and curl 

left. curl right then 

lead out of your s. 

s t u v w x y z

Whoosh up tall 

and back down. Go 

halfway up and 

around. Go down 

and out with a flick, 
your k is ready to 

kick.

Whoosh in and up 

tall. Down to the 

ground and make 

your flick small. 

Whoosh in and then 

down. Up, over and 

back to the ground. 

Up, over and down 

again, add a flick to 
finish your m. 

Whoosh in round you 

go. Lead out from the 

top for your o. 

Whoosh in and then 

go down low. Back 

up to the top and 

round you go. Lead 

out at the end so 

o can join onto a

friend.

Whoosh in and then 

down. Up, over the 

hump and flick off 
the ground.

Whoosh in and 

round you go. Then 

zoom under the line 

and kick out q’s 

big toe.

Whoosh to the top 

to start. Go down 

and curve the top for 

your r. 

Whoosh up then 

zoonm down under 

the line. Loop the tail 

then add your dot at 

the right time. 

j k l m n o p q r

Have	a	look	at	this	and	remind	yourself	how	to	form	letters	
correctly.	Then	get	some	paper	and	a	pen	or	a	pencil	and	
copy	out	a	section	from	a	reading	book	in	your	neatest,	
joined	handwriting.	



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zgds6g8		

Click	on	the	link	above	and	watch	the	short	clip.	Stands	on	its	
own	means	that	it	makes	complete	sense	on	its	own.		
	
A	MAIN	CLAUSE	MAKES	COMPLETE	SENSE	ON	ITS	OWN	
WHEREAS	A	SUBORDINATE	CLAUSE	DOES	NOT	MAKE	SENSE	
ON	ITS	OWN.	

	INFORMATION:	What	is	Main	Clause?	
	
He	wanted	to	go	to	France	because	his	mother	was	born	
there.	
	
The	underlined	clause	in	the	above	sentence	gives	a	
complete	meaning	and	can	stand	as	an	independent	
sentence.	Therefore,	it	is	a	main	clause.	
	
Every	sentence	has	at	least	one	main	clause.	Some	
sentences	can	have	two	main	clauses.	We	call	such	
sentences	compound	sentences.	The	two	main	clauses	in	a	
compound	sentence	are	combined	with	a	coordinating	
conjunction.	



INFORMATION:	What	is	Subordinate	Clause?	
A	subordinate	clause,	also	known	as	a	dependent	clause,	is	a	
clause	that	doesn’t	convey	a	complete	thought.	A	
subordinate	clause	always	begins	with	a	subordinate	
conjunction	or	a	relative	pronoun	and	gives	additional	
information	about	the	sentences.	
	
	
Here	are	some	examples	of	subordinate	clauses.	
	
I’ll	buy	a	house	when	I	have	saved	enough	money.	
	
He	bought	her	a	romance	novel	although	she	prefers	thrillers.	
	
Lily,	who	lives	with	her	twenty	cats,	doesn’t	like	strangers.	
	
Even	though	I	told	the	truth,	the	police	didn’t	believe	me.	
	































CAN	YOU	FIND	15	ITEMS	IN	YOUR	HOUSE	
THAT	USE	ELECTRICITY?	

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-
static-electricity-74tk2t 	

SCIENCE	–	ELECTRICITY		

Click	on	the	link	and	watch	the	teaching	video	about	
our	new	topic	of	ELECTRICITY.	


